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Abstract. Most web services need to be contracted through service level
agreements that typically specify a certain quality of service (QoS) in
return for a certain price.
We propose a new form of service level agreement where the price is
determined by the QoS actually delivered. We show that such agreements
make it optimal for the service provider to deliver the service at the
promised quality. To allow efficient monitoring of the actual QoS, we
introduce a reputation mechanism. A scoring rule makes it optimal for
the users of a service to correctly report the QoS they observed.
Thus, we obtain a practical scheme for service-level agreements that
makes it uninteresting for providers to deviate from their best effort.

1

Introduction

Service oriented computing systems represent an attractive paradigm for the
business world of tomorrow. User requests ranging from trip reservations to
complex optimization problems, are no longer atomically treated by monolithic
organizations, but rather decomposed into smaller components that are separately addressed by different service providers [17]. While the advantages of
such a scenario are clear (simplicity, ease of management and customization,
fault tolerance and scalability), the fact that services are delivered by independent, self-interested providers poses new challenges.
We assume a scenario where services are contracted through Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) that specify a certain quality of service (QoS) in return
for a certain price. Independent monitoring of QoS is expensive and technically
difficult. Without proper monitoring, selfish service providers can increase their
revenues by cheating: they advertise high quality but do not invest the necessary
effort to provision the service. Anticipating this behavior, rational clients will not
trust the providers, and therefore, will decrease to a minimum the amounts they
are willing to pay for the service. Such a market is very inefficient, and will drive
away trustworthy providers.
In this paper, we consider scenarios where a group of customers are treated
identically by the provider using the same service level agreement. In this case,
the SLA can be based on the service provided to them as a group. The first result
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of this paper is that given correct information about the QoS, such agreements
make it optimal for the service provider to deliver at least the advertised quality
to each participant.
This leaves the problem of monitoring this quality of service. As a second
main result, we show that independent monitoring can actually be replaced by a
reputation system where monitoring is done by the customers themselves. This
raises the problems of (a) eliciting honest feedback from clients and (b) preventing collusion. We show how a reputation mechanism can use side-payments (i.e.
clients get paid for submitting feedback) to make it rational for all clients to
truthfully share their feedback. Moreover, when a reputation mechanism has a
small number of “trusted” reports (i.e. feedback that is true with high probability) we prove that rational clients will not collude in order to artificially decrease
the reputation of a service provider.
This paper thus describes a practical mechanism that eliminates incentives
for selfish service providers to cheat while greatly reducing the QoS monitoring burden on the market. The scheme is safe against strategic lying and badmouthing1 collusion. Section 2 formally describes the setting and the assumptions behind our results, Section 3 describes in detail the service level agreements
and their properties while Section 4 addresses the problem of truthful reporting.
Section 5 evaluates our mechanism, followed by related work and a conclusion.

2

The Setting

We consider an online market pictured in Fig. 1 where service providers repeatedly offer the same service to the interested clients, in exchange for money. The
transactions between service providers and clients are regulated by a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) that defines (among others) quality parameters of the
delivered service (i.e. the QoS) and the dependence of price on the actual QoS.
When there are several QoS parameters, we assume that the SLA can be split
1
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into separate agreements for each parameter such that the price is the sum of
the prices in the individual SLAs. A precise definition of the SLA for our mechanism is given in Section 3, Definition 1. A practical framework supporting such
interactions is described in detail by Dan et al. [3].
We assume there is a large enough group of clients that share the same QoS
and SLA during a predefined period of time. Note that a provider can have several customer groups (e.g. silver/gold/platinium customers), as far as all clients
in a certain group are treated identically. Therefore, the average satisfaction rate
of the customers in a given group, in a given period of time, can be used to estimate the real QoS delivered by the provider. We denote by Q the set of all
possible values for the QoS.
We assume that clients have two degrees of satisfaction: they either perceive
high quality or low quality service. High quality service, for example, is perceived
when the answer to the service request is received before a specified deadline.
This binary model can be easily extended to finer grained quality levels and
multiple quality parameters.
The market has an independent reputation mechanism (RM) that collects
binary feedback from clients. ”1“ denotes positive feedback and signals the fact
that the client has observed a high quality service. Likewise, ”0“ denotes negative
feedback and signals low quality service. Feedback is collected at the end of each
time period, when all transactions are assumed completed. The reputation of a
provider is computed by the RM as the percentage of positive reports submitted
by the members of a particular customer group, in a given period. Reputation,
therefore, equals the average QoS delivered to a given customer group in a given
period.
Clients can make involuntary mistakes when submitting feedback. When q
percent of the clients perceive high quality, the reputation of the provider equals
q + ηr ; the noise ηr is assumed normally distributed around 0 with variance σr2 .
We further assume that the RM can (a) pay clients for submitting reports,
and (b) obtain a limited number of trusted reports that are true with high
probability. Trusted reports can be obtained from specialized agents2 hired to
anonymously test the service delivered by the provider. In Section 4 we show
how side payments and trusted reports can be used to elicit honest feedback
from rational clients, and prevent collusion.
Service providers differ in their ability and knowledge to provide qualitative
services. For example, the time required to successfully answer a service invocation (up to some random noise) depends on the available infrastructure (e.g.
hardware, software, network capacity) and on the number of requests accepted
by the provider in a given time window.
The infrastructure is assumed fixed and defines the type of the provider.
Two providers have the same type if they have exactly the same capabilities
for providing service. Formally, the set of possible types is denoted by Θ, and
members of this set are denoted as θ.
2

sites like Keynote Systems (www.keynote.com) and Xaffire Inc. (www.xaffire.com)
offer such services.

The number of accepted requests, on the other hand, can be strategically
decided by the service provider. Given the available infrastructure (i.e. a type),
the provider needs to limit the number of accepted requests in order to deliver
the required answers before the deadline, with high probability. Providing high
QoS requires effort (e.g. limiting requests and giving up revenue), and hence,
has a cost.
Let c(θ, e) be the cost incurred by a provider of type θ when exerting effort e
in a given period of time. The cost function is private to each provider type, and
usually concave (i.e. higher quality demands increasingly more effort). However,
our results are independent of the form of the cost function.
The provider’s type (e.g. available infrastructure) and effort (e.g. number of
accepted requests) determine the actual QoS provided to clients. If we denote by
E the set of possible effort levels, and by Q the set of possible quality levels, let
the function φ : Θ × E → Q defines the mapping between type, effort and QoS.
External factors and noise also influence the QoS. A type θ provider will therefore deliver quality φ(θ, e) + ηn when exerting effort e. ηn is assumed normally
distributed around 0 with variance σn2 .

3

Reputation-based Service Level Agreements

The idea behind the SLA we propose in this paper is to make higher, untruthful,
advertisements of QoS unprofitable for service providers. For that, our SLA
follows the framework proposed in [3] and specifies a monetary penalty that
must be paid by the provider to each client at the end of a given period of
time. The penalty is directly proportional to the difference between promised
and delivered QoS, such that the total revenue of a provider declaring higher
QoS (i.e. the price of the advertised QoS minus the penalty for providing lower
QoS) is lower than the price obtained from truthfully declaring the intended
QoS in the first place. The novelty of our approach is that we use reputation
information to compute the penalties paid by providers.
Definition 1. A reputation-based Service Level Agreement states the following
terms:
– per_validity: the period of validity. Time is indexed according to a discrete
variable t;
– cust_group: the intended customer group (e.g. silver/gold/platinium customers);
– QoS (denoted as q̄t ∈ Q): the quality of service (e.g. the average probability
of delivering high quality service);
– price (denoted as pt ) : the price of service;
– penalty: the reputation-based penalty to be paid by the provider to the client
for deviating from the terms of the SLA. The penalty λt : Q × Q → R+ is a
function of advertised QoS (i.e. q̄t ) and delivered QoS (i.e. the reputation,
Rt ). λt (q̄t , Rt ) = 0 for all Rt ≥ q̄t and strictly positive otherwise.

The SLA is defined by the service provider prior to the period of time, t,
when the SLA is valid. The provider chooses (a) the advertised QoS (i.e. q̄t ), (b)
the price charged for service (i.e. pt ), (c) the penalty function (i.e. λt (·, ·)), and
(d) the exerted effort (i.e. et ). The first three choices are made public through
the SLA (we therefore use the shorthand notation: slat = (q̄t , pt , λt )) while the
forth one is kept private.
As a first result we derive sufficient constraints on the penalty function such
that service providers of all types find it optimal to deliver at least the promised
QoS. As expected, these constraints are related to the market price of QoS.
Proposition 1. Let the function u : Q → R define the market price clients
pay for a given QoS. When (1) clients truthfully submit feedback, and (2) the
penalty function satisfies: ∂λ(q, R)/∂q ≥ 2u′ (q), for all q and R, the reputationbased SLA makes it rational for all service provider types to deliver at least the
advertised QoS.
Proof. Consider a type θ provider advertising slat = (q̄t , pt , λt ) in period t. If the
provider exerts effort level et , his expected revenue is:


Vt (et , q̄t ) = Nt · pt − E[λ(q̄t , Rt )] − c(et , θ);

(1)

where Rt is the reputation of the provider at the end of time period t, Nt is the number
of services sold in period t, c(et , θ) is the cost of effort, and the expected penalty is
computed with respect to possible values of Rt . Vt does not depend on any past or
future decisions of the provider. By individually maximizing the sequence of payoffs, a
rational provider also maximizes his life-time revenue.
When the provider exerts effort et , the quality of the service equals φ(θ, et ) + ηn ,
where ηn is normally distributed around 0 with variance σn2 . Clients truthfully report
their observations, however, they make mistakes. Assuming that the number of reports
is big enough, the value of the reputation Rt = φ(θ, et )+ηn +ηr is normally distributed
around φ(θ, et ) with the variance σ 2 = σn2 + σr2 .
Let (e∗ , q ∗ ) = arg max(et ,q̄t ) E Vt (et , q̄t ) be the optimal effort level and advertised
QoS. Assuming the provider asks the maximum price for the advertised quality (i.e.
pt = u(q̄t )), the first order condition on q ∗ becomes:
h ∂λ
i
1 ∂Vt ∗ ∗
(e , q ) = u′ (q ∗ ) − E
(q ∗ , φ(e∗ ) + η)
Nt ∂ q̄t
∂ q̄t
Z

normpdf (q|φ(e∗ ), σ)

= u′ (q ∗ ) −
q<q ∗

∂λ ∗
(q , q)dq = 0;
∂ q̄t

where normpdf (q|φ(e∗ ), σ) is the normal probability distribution function with the
mean φ(e∗ ) and variance σ 2 .
By replacing the condition on λ, we get:
Z

normpdf (q|φ(e∗ ), σ)dq ≤ 0.5

(2)

q<q ∗

i.e. the cumulative probability distribution P r[q < q ∗ |φ(e∗ )] ≤ 0.5. For a normal distribution, this is only true if q ∗ ≤ φ(e∗ ). In other words, all provider types deliver at
least the promised QoS.
⊔
⊓

Clients can check the constraint on the penalty function by analyzing the
previous transactions concluded in the market. For every previously negotiated
slai = (q̄i , pi , λi ), clients infer that the market price corresponding to q̄i must be
higher than pi : i.e. u(q̄i ) ≥ pi . Previous interactions thus establish a lower bound
on the real market price that can be used to safe-check the validity of the penalty
function. Please note that the proof above does not make any assumptions about
the market price or the cost function of the providers. Reputation-based SLAs
can thus be used for a variety of settings.
All service providers have the incentive to minimize the penalty function
specified by the SLA. This happens when the constraint in Proposition 1 is satisfied up to equality. As an immediate consequence, all service providers advertise
exactly the intended QoS (Equation 2).
The mechanism assumes that (1) clients submit honest feedback, (2) they
are able to submit feedback only after having interacted with the provider, and
(3) they submit only one feedback per transaction. The first assumption can be
integrated into the broader context of truthful feedback elicitation. The problem
can be solved by side-payments (i.e. clients get paid by the reputation mechanism
for submitting feedback) and will be addressed in more details in Section 4.
The second and third assumptions can be implemented through cryptographic mechanisms based on a public key infrastructure. As part of the interaction, providers can deliver signed one-time certificates that can later be used
by clients to provide feedback. A concrete implementation of such a security
mechanism for reputation mechanisms is presented in [7].

4

Truthful Reporting

Reporting honest feedback (as required by the proof of Proposition 1) is not
exactly in the best interest of rational clients. By reporting false negative feedback (when she actually experienced a successful service) a client decreases the
reputation of the provider, and consequently decreases the overall price (i.e.
price minus penalty) she needs to pay for the service. Actually, it is always in
the clients’ best interest to report negative feedback. Unless this strategic bias
can be eliminated, rational clients will consistently downrate providers who will
eventually quit the market.
Side-payments (i.e. clients get paid for submitting feedback) can be designed
to encourage rational clients to report the truth. This is possible because the
observation of a client (i.e. the fact that the service delivered to her had high
or low quality) slightly changes the client’s belief regarding the experience of
future clients. Take a client having experienced a low quality service (e.g. a
request failure). The client will infer that the present invocation failure is likely
to be caused by a problem affecting the general infrastructure of the provider.
Future clients will probably be affected by the failure as well, and therefore,
the average QoS experienced by the next clients is slightly lower than expected
(prior to observing the failure).
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Fig. 2. Side-payments for reputation reports, depending on the advertised QoS (q̄t )
and noise (σ 2 ).

Similarly, a high quality service testifies for the well functioning of the provider’s
infrastructure and encourages more optimistic estimates regarding the QoS observed by future clients. This asymmetry in the beliefs regarding the experience
of future clients can be exploited by side-payments that make truthful reporting
optimal.
Concretely, we adapt the mechanism described by Miller et al. [13] to our
setting. The basic idea behind the mechanism is to use the feedback of a future
client (referred to as rater ) to rate (and compute the payment for) a submitted
report. The present report is used to update a probability distribution for the
report of the rater. The payment for the report is then computed by comparing
the likelihood assigned to the rater’s rating with the rater’s actual rating.
The payment scheme is the following:
– all reports submitted during the same period of time are attributed a unique
sequence number, i ∈ {0, . . . N }. N is the total number of collected reports
(in a period).
– the feedback ri is compared against feedback ri+1 , and is paid S(ri+1 , ri )
defined according to Fig. 2:
The side payments depend on (a) the advertised QoS, and (b) on the variance
σ 2 = σn2 + σr2 of the observed QoS. The first is specified in the SLA. The second
can be approximated by the reputation mechanism from the reputation record of
the provider (e.g. the reputation Ri is a noisy approximation of the same intended
QoS). The side payments are computed and made public by the reputation
mechanism at the beginning of each time period.
To prove that rational clients have the incentive to tell the truth we have to
consider their beliefs. Given the SLA (q̄t , pt , λt ), every client believes that the
actual QoS is normally distributed around q̄t with variance σn2 . Having observed
a successful service or a failure, the client updates her prior beliefs (described by
the pdf3 f (q)) according to Bayes’ Law into the posterior pdfs: f (q|1), respectively f (q|0):
f (q|1) = R
3

P r[1|q] · f (q)
;
P r[1|q]f (q)dq
Q

probability distribution funtion

f (q|0) =

(1 − P r[1|q]) · f (q)
R
;
1 − Q P r[1|q]f (q)dq

where
R P r[1|q] is the probability of observing 1 given a service with quality q,
and Q P r[1|q]f (q)dq = q̄t is the overall probability of observing high quality.
Consequently, the likelihood assigned by the client to the next client’s rating is
described by:
Z

P r[ri+1 = 1|ri = 1] =

P r[1|q]f (q|1)dq =

q̄t2 + σ 2
;
q̄t

P r[1|q]f (q|0)dq =

q̄t − q̄t2 − σ 2
;
1 − q̄t

Q

Z

P r[ri+1 = 1|ri = 0] =
Q

(3)

It is easy to verify that P r[1|1]S(1, 1) + P r[0|1]S(0, 1) ≥ P r[1|1]S(1, 0) +
P r[0|1]S(0, 0) and P r[1|0]S(1, 0)+P r[0|0]S(0, 0) ≥ P r[1|0]S(1, 1)+P r[0|0]S(0, 1).
In other words, when the next client reports the truth, the expected payment of
a true report is always greater than the expected payment of a false report. This
makes truthful reporting a Nash equilibrium. The side payments can be scaled
to be always positive and budget balanced (details in [13]).
Every negative report decreases the price a client has to pay by λ(q̄t , Rt −
1/N ) − λt (q̄t , Rt ). The client cannot benefit from submitting a false negative
report if the loss due to lying outweighs the price cut. This can be achieved by
multiplying the values in Fig. 2 with the constant4 :
M=

λt (q̄t , Rt − 1/N ) − λt (q̄t , Rt )
E(1, 1) − E(0, 1)

(4)

where E(ri , oi ) denotes the expected payment of client i given that she has
observed oi ∈ {0, 1} and reports ri ∈ {0, 1}.
4.1

Enforcing the Truthful Reporting Strategy

The truthful equilibrium defined above is unfortunately not unique. Clients, for
example, can always report negative feedback without suffering side payment
losses (i.e. always reporting 0 is also a Nash equilibrium strategy). In [8] we
suggest the use of trusted reports in order to eliminate such undesired equilibrium
strategies. Trusted reports can be obtained from specialized agents hired to test
the service of a provider.
The truthful equilibrium becomes unique when the feedback from clients is
rated (as explained in the previous section) only against trusted reports. It is
desirable, however, to minimize the number of trusted reports needed in order
to enforce the uniqueness of the truthful equilibrium.
We modify the rating scheme from Section 4 such that all client reports are
rated against one trusted report, randomly chosen from a small set of available
trusted reports. In the extreme case the set could contain only one report; however, the right tradeoff between robustness (against the mistakes of specialized
agents) and cost can be achieved by having several trusted reports.
4

multiplication or addition with a constant does not influence the truthful reporting
Nash equilibrium of the side payment mechanism.

In [8] we show that it is not necessary to have trusted reports for every time
period. Using the side-payments defined above, we conclude that the truthful
reporting equilibrium is very stable. It takes a big proportion (e.g. 20%) of lying
agents in order to shift the reporting equilibrium, and make it rational for the
other agents to lie as well. As a consequence, trusted reports need only be used
in the first periods of time in order to coordinate the clients on the truthful
equilibrium. Once the truthful strategy is enforced, the market can do a passive
monitoring of the reporting strategy and buy new trusted reports only when a
deviation is observed. In this way, the overall number of trusted reports needed
by the market becomes insignificant.
4.2

Collusion

Collusion happens when two or more clients conspire to artificially decrease the
reputation of a provider, and thus decrease the price they have to pay for the
service. The reputation side-payments do not make it interesting for one client
to submit negative feedback, however, when several clients form a coalition and
adopt a negative reporting strategy, the price-cut is cumulative and every agent
benefits from the action of the group.
The use of trusted reports (as described in Section 4.1) also deters collusion.
When clients are self-interested and external punishments cannot be inflicted
on them, we prove that any feedback-reporting coalition is unstable, and hence,
irrational.
Proposition 2. The reputation-based Service Level Agreements are feedbackreporting collusion proof.
Proof. The intuition behind this proof is that any coalition of clients (colluding to
submit false feedback) is unstable. As member of such a coalition, a rational client
finds it more profitable to report the truth rather than stick to the colluding strategy.
Clients are free to maximize their revenue, so they will quit the coalition and choose
to report truthfully.
Formally, take a subset of clients colluding on a lying strategy, and let the client c,
part of the coalition, be expected to lie when submitting feedback. Client c exists, since
otherwise all colluding agents report the truth. c can stick to the colluding strategy and
lie: she thus benefits from the advantages of collusion, however, expects a loss due to
reputation side-payments. On the other hand, c can deviate and report the truth: she
thus optimizes her expected payment from the reputation mechanism but the result of
collusion is less effective.
The side-payments multiplied by the factor in Equation (4) guarantee that the loss
in reputation payment is always greater than the price-cut obtained from one false
report. Therefore, it is rational for c to leave the coalition. The same argument can be
applied to any colluding client; hence feedback-reporting collusion is not rational. ⊔
⊓

Please note that stronger forms of collusion are still possible. If one client
controls multiple online identities (the sybil attack) she can coordinate false
reporting in order to decrease the price of service. This type of collusion should
be addressed by security and social mechanisms that closely connect online and
physical identity.

5

Experimental Evaluation

The use of reputation information greatly reduces the independent monitoring
required by markets of web services. In this section we compare the mechanism
described in this paper (mechanism A) with an alternative mechanism (mechanism B) where the market only uses trusted reports (i.e. independent monitoring)
to compute the penalty to service providers for QoS degradation.
We first investigate the quality of monitoring of the two mechanisms. The
precision of the monitored QoS value directly impacts the revenue of service
providers. When the monitored QoS value is exactly equal to the delivered QoS,
service providers do not have to pay any penalty and thus obtain their maximum
payoff. However, practical monitoring schemes always provide noise approximations of the delivered QoS. The noise thus introduced, translates into a non-zero
expected penalty that decreases the total utility of service providers. The poorer
the approximation offered by the monitoring system, the greater the utility loss
of service providers.
The second criterion we employ is the monitoring cost required by the two
mechanisms. While general analytical results can be obtained, we believe it is
more informative to compare the two mechanisms on a realistic (however simplified) example.
Consider a web service providing closing stock quotes. A reputation-based
SLA is advertised every morning and specifies the price of service, the QoS (e.g.
the quote is obtained within 5 minutes of the closing time with probability q̄) and
the penalty function λ. Interested clients request the service, and then wait the
answers from the service provider. They experience high quality if the answers is
received before the deadline (i.e. 5 minutes after the closing time) or low quality
if the answer is late or not received.
The probability of successfully answering the clients’ requests depends on
the available infrastructure and on the number of accepted requests. For a given
provider, Fig. 3 plots the relation (experimentally determined) between the expected QoS (i.e. φ(n)), and the number of accepted requests. The QoS actually
provided to the clients is normally distributed around φ(n) with variance σn2 .
We assume that the closing stock quotes represent mission-critical information for the clients present in the market. Late or absent information attracts
supplementary planning costs and lost opportunities. Therefore, the market
price function, (i.e. u(q)) is assumed convex, corresponding to risk-averse clients.
When q̄ is the advertised QoS, n is the number of accepted requests, q̂ is the QoS
perceived by the market, and C denotes the fixed costs, the expected revenue of
the provider is:
h
i

V (n, q̄) = Eq̂ n · u(q̂) − λ(q̄, q̂) − C ;
By using the mechanism A, the market perceives a QoS equal to: q̂A =
φ(n) + ηn + ηr where ηr is the noise introduced by reporting mistakes, normally
distributed around 0 with variance σr2 . For a price function u(q) = q 2 , the fixed
cost C = 100, the standard deviations σn = 3%, σr = 4%, and a penalty function λ(q̄, q̂) = 2 p(q̄) − p(q̂) , Fig. 4 shows the optimal revenue of the provider as
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a function of n. The optimal value of the payoff function is reached for nt = 681,
when q̄ = 0.858 = φ(681), as predicted by Proposition 1. Mechanism B satisfies
the same optimality and incentive-compatible properties for the service provider.
Different price functions or quality functions generate different optimal parameters, however, they do not modify the qualitative properties of the mechanism:
providers deliver at least their declared QoS, and clients have the incentives to
report the truth.
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The average, per-client, utility loss of a service provider is defined as the
expected penalty a provider has to pay as a consequence of an inaccurate approximation of the delivered QoS (as computed by the monitoring mechanisms).
When q̂A and q̂b are the monitored QoS values provided by the two mechanisms,
the utility losses caused by the two mechanisms are:




U tilLossA = Eq̂A λ(q̄, q̂A ) ;
U tilLossB = Eq̂B λ(q̄, q̂B ) ;
computed at the optimal QoS, q̄. A higher variance of q̂ increases the utility
losses of providers. Typically, mechanism B has less information than mechanism
A about the delivered QoS and therefore generates higher losses for providers.
The difference in the average utility loss per client generated by the two mechanisms is shown in Fig. 5, as a function of the number of trusted reports employed
by mechanism B. To reach the same performance, mechanism B needs approximately 75 trusted reports, i.e. 11% of the number of service requests.
The administrative costs of the mechanism A consist of (a) the reputation
side-payments and (b) the cost of trusted reports. The cost of mechanism B
consists only of trusted reports. The cost of a trusted report is assumed equal
to (1 + δ) times the price of service (e.g. the monitoring agent buys the service
and receives a commission δ). We take δ = 0.1.
For the same parameter values as above, the reputation side-payments given
in Fig. 2 (properly scaled to be positive and multiplied with the correction factor

defined by Equation 4) become: S(1, 1) = 2.3%, S(0, 1) = 0, S(1, 0) = 1.6% and
S(0, 0) = 1.7% of the price of the perfect service (i.e. u(1)). Fig. 6 plots the
difference in monitoring costs between the mechanisms A and B for different
number of trusted reports employed by mechanism B. For similar performance
(i.e. 75 trusted reports) mechanism B has monitoring costs that are 4 times
higher.
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Fig. 6. The monitoring cost of not using
reputation information.

Please note that the utility loss in Fig. 5 is for every client. When mechanisms
A and B have the same monitoring cost (i.e. mechanism B uses approximately
20 trusted reports) a service provider looses on the average approx. 4.5% more
utility for every customer as a consequence of not using reputation-based monitoring. This apparently insignificant amount, multiplied by the number of total
clients (i.e. 681), generates significant losses for the provider.
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Related Work

Our work can best be situated at the confluence of two lines of research in serviceoriented computing: electronic contract enforcement and reputation-based selection of services.
The legal system is seen as inappropriate for e-commerce disputes [2] and
therefore alternative dispute resolution mechanisms have been proposed to avoid
the escalation of disputes to the legal stage. Electronic contract enforcement
covers both non-discretionary approaches (e.g. preventive security mechanisms)
as well as discretionary ones (e.g. different control mechanisms that are applied
when contract rules are breached). Concrete progress has been made in the areas
of e-contract formal models ([19], [18]), contract performance monitoring([19],
[14], [11]), mediation of services through trusted third parties ([15], [16]) and
security infrastructures for safe service delivery([6], [5]).
Reputation mechanisms have emerged as efficient tools for service discovery and selection [17]. When electronic contracts cannot be enforced, users can

protect themselves against cheating providers by looking at past behavior (i.e.
the provider’s reputation). Lie et al. [10] present a QoS-based selection model
that takes into account the feedback from users as well as other business related
criteria. The model is extensible and dynamic. In the same spirit, [9] proposes
verity, a QoS measure that takes into account both reputation and the terms of
the SLA. [12] and [1] propose concrete frameworks for service selection based on
provider reputation.
An interesting approach is proposed by Deora et al. in [4]. The authors argue
that the expectations of a client greatly influence the submitted feedback, and
therefore both should be used when assessing the QoS of a provider.
Our work is novel in three main aspects. First, client feedback becomes a
first-class citizen of the interaction model. Reputation has a clear semantics and
is used to compute monetary penalties for deviations from the advertised QoS.
This makes it possible to rigourously analyze the strategies of rational service
providers and give theoretical proofs regarding the properties of the mechanism:
e.g. truthful declaration of QoS, low monitoring cost. Second, our model is free
from any probabilistic assumptions about the behavior of clients and providers.
Clients and providers are assumed to be self interested and free to maximize
their revenues. Third, we present a practical mechanism for ensuring truthful
feedback from clients that also deters collusion.
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Conclusion

Without proper monitoring of the delivered QoS, self-interested providers have
the incentive to cheat by promising a higher than intended QoS. In this paper
we present a new form of SLAs where the final price paid by clients depends on
the actual quality delivered by the service provider, as computed by a reputation
mechanism. When clients honestly submit feedback, a reputation mechanism is
efficient in monitoring the real QoS and makes it rational for all service providers
to keep their promises.
As a second contribution we show how a side-payment scheme can be used in
a market of web services to elicit honest feedback from rational clients. Moreover,
a small number of trusted reports can prevent collusion and enforce truth-telling
as a unique strategy. In a previous paper we prove that only few trusted reports
are temporarily needed in order to coordinate the clients on the truthful strategy. After this initial phase, the truthful strategy is quite stable (i.e. it takes a
large group of agents to change the reporting strategy of the whole community)
and the market should only assume a passive, monitoring role. Our mechanism
therefore generates significantly lower cost than traditional monitoring mechanisms.
We thus describe a simple, robust mechanism that eliminates incentives for
selfish providers to cheat, at a much lower cost. The assumptions behind the
mechanism are fairly general, making it a candidate for many practical settings.
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